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ter, the conclusion, entitled “Rights of Passage,”
brings Europe back to the fore. Although Euro‐
pean programs promoting youth mobility were
set in motion only in the 1980s, mobility—with
the Erasmus educational exchange program, the
Schengen zone, and Brexit (with its consequences
for travel and labor)—has come to define, to a cer‐
tain extent, what Europe represents as a social
community. Yet backpacking’s twenty-first-centu‐
ry reality is thoroughly different. “Europe,” Jobs
reminds us, “[has] been decentered as the concen‐
trated locale of backpacking, and Europeans [are]
no longer the overwhelming majority of back‐
packers. Thus the European character of back‐
packing has been diluted, and its association with
Europe has weakened” (p. 255).
Richard Ivan Jobs’s book is a tour de force,
both methodologically and conceptually. The fact
that he worked with documents from “roughly
forty archives, libraries, and institutes in eight
countries and five languages” (p. 267) is remark‐
able, but more importantly, Jobs has written a
very convincing history of youth mobility and Eu‐
ropeanism from the late 1940s to the early 1990s.
His scope in doing so is broad. He skillfully dis‐
cusses migration, mobility, and border regimes as
well as politics, music, social questions, and mat‐
ters of gender. At the same time, he does not limit
himself to Western Europe, but also engages the
United States, Central and Southeastern Europe,
the Soviet Union, and even the Middle East and
Asia.
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